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Getting started on your resume.
NAME
address
City, State, Zip
Telephone
e-mail:

OBJECTIVE:
PROFILE:
SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS:





WORK HISTORY:
19__ - 20__
_______________



Accomplishments:
19__ - 19__
________________



19__ - 19__
________________



EDUCATION:
MILITARY
PROFESSIONAL LICENSES:
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
HOBBIES:
(References available upon request)
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OBJECTIVE: Use the job goal that you listed in the first chapter of the manual
Getting to Know You

Example:
OBJECTIVE: Construction Supervisor

If you are unsure as to exactly what type of job you are
looking for then use a more general objective ...

To create a more general objective use words from section
What do I need from my job?

What is your ideal work environment?
 Challenging work
 Room for growth
Large company

Example:

OBJECTIVE: A Challenging position in large company with

potential for growth.
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PROFILE:

Use your answers from Getting to Know You

 Energetic
 Diplomatic

 Competent
 Dependable
 Persistent
Or from

What Interests You?
 Mathematics
 Helping people
 Managing people
Example:

PROFILE: A competent and dependable worker who is good

with numbers and enjoys working with people.

Or
Example:

PROFILE: An energetic, diplomatic and persistent professional

with 15 years experience in the construction industry.
A profile creates an image so that the prospective employer to begins to know you.
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SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS: Use your transferable skills and any
other skill which you may have acquired through hobbies, taking care of your
family or in a class.

Example:
In your previous job as a carpenter you measured and cut wood and metal products, used tools
including hammers, saws, nails, and screws.
Skills

Ability to read blueprints
Lay out a floor plan
Supervise workers
Purchase materials
Estimate costs
Knowledge of building codes and inspection procedures.
Ability to utilize hand tools
Ability to measure accurately.
Closing sales

Try to quantify your skills:
Include:
How Much?
How Many?
What kind?
Where?
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Example:

OBJECTIVE:

PROFILE:

Construction Sales and Estimating

An energetic, diplomatic and persistent professional with 15 years
experience in the construction industry.

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS:







Knowledge of material and labor costs for framing, trim and
flooring
Estimating experience in new and remodels up to $250,000
Able to read blueprints and lay out a floor plan
Knowledge of building codes and inspection procedures
Ability to measure accurately
Excellent at closing sales and customer service
Or

OBJECTIVE:

Construction Supervisor

PROFILE: A competent and dependable worker who is good

with numbers and enjoys working with people.
SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS:








Supervised crews of up 10 workers
Purchased materials for job sites
Able to manage multiple job sites simultaneously
Estimate labor costs for projects up to $250,000
Knowledge of building codes and inspection procedures
Familiar with local vendors, distributors, carpenters and laborers
Customer friendly
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Use information from your application

Example:

WORK HISTORY:
19__ - 20__
_______________




Accomplishments:
19__ - 19__
________________




19__ - 19__
________________


or

________________

If you have a long work history or have a lot of gaps -just list related
work history without the dates.
Example:

RELATED WORK HISTORY:
Ten Years experience working with ABC Tools in purchasing
Five Years experience at Buy Rite Furniture as a sales clerk
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 Do I need a cover letter?

Not if it keeps your from sending out your resume.
A cover letter can take different forms:

 A fax sheet
 A standard cover letter
 A personal cover letter that addresses a specific person and
identifies the job for which you are applying

 A detailed cover letter that describes your particular
circumstances and talks about why you would like to work
at this company

Unless a cover letter includes information vital to the job duties or information that can not
easily be portrayed on a resume, a cover letter serves little purpose except to address the
resume to a specific person. It is better NOT to send a detailed cover letter as it often takes
a lot of time to write and it is easy to make writing errors.
Some prospective employers request a cover letter. In those cases be sure to include a
cover letter. For higher level positions a cover letter may be helpful as it can help the
interviewers get to know you as well as provide a sample of your writing ability.

 TIP:

If you are faxing resumes to multiple companies on the same day, write the
contact information on the fax sheet in pencil. You can erase the names and
numbers and keep the rest of the information. This goes quite quickly and gets
your resume in front of more people.
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Fax Cover Letter

Bill Thompson
9100 Main Street.
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 956-0199

Fax
To:

Brad Leffers c/o Inway Industries

From:

Fax:

(813) 931 –1212

Date:

Phone

(813) 931-1265

Pages: 2

Customer service

CC:

Bill Thompson

:
Re:

 Urgent

 For Review

 Please Comment

 Please Reply

Comments:

Dear Mr. Leffers,
Thanks for taking a look. Feel free to call me with any questions.
Sincerely,
Bill Thompson
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Sample Cover Letter

John Tanner
8119 W. Willow Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 98894
E-mail: jtann@aol.com

Jane Willow c/o
Mane Corporation
2222 Main Street
Chicago, Ill. 98339
Date
Dear Ms. Willow,
I am interested in exploring management positions with your construction company. In my
last position I managed a crew of ten and was responsible for managing labor costs, ordering
materials, and budgeting.
As I am finding that carpentry only uses some of my abilities, I am looking for a management
opportunity which will challenge me.
Thank you so much for your consideration. I would love the opportunity to help your
company increase productivity and profits.

Sincerely,

John Tanner
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Did they receive your resume?
Follow-up is essential!!
When you follow-up with a prospective
employer, your resume is automatically
placed
on the top of their stack.

Sample follow-up call

Hi, could I speak to (insert name of contact person).
(if they are unavailable, ask the person answering the phone if they know if
your resume was received)

I am just checking to make sure that you received my resume.
(The primary purpose of this call is primarily to see if they did receive
resume and to get it on the top of the stack)

Did you have any questions?
If they are not too busy—ask them “When do you expect to be interviewing?”
If they are busy—just thank them and be glad that your resume is on the top.
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Typical interview questions
 Tell me about the work that you performed with your previous company?
Try to match your previous skills with skills needed in this position.

 What did you like about working there?
Once again try to make the connection, if possible from your old job to the new job.
For example: A route sales driver applying for a customer service position;
I like serving the customers.

 Why did you leave your last job?
The job was no longer appropriate, as it involved too much lifting/typing /standing.
I wanted more opportunity for advancement.

 Tell me about your other jobs?
Talk about related skills.

 Why is there a gap in your employment?
I needed some time off, but I am ready to go back to work.

 What was your most challenging task at your previous employment?
Pick something related to the new job, talk about how you overcame this obstacle.
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Typical interview questions
 What are your major strengths?
Use those strength words!

 What are your major weaknesses?
You can also use your strength words, try to match your weaknesses with the job;
for example, I tend to be too meticulous or sometimes I’m too independent.

 What hours can you work?
Be honest but flexible!

 What do you like to do in your spare time?
Mention your hobbies.

 Are you able to perform the essential functions of the position with or
without reasonable accommodations?
If you can do the job—even if you need accomodations—say YES.

 How do you think that you would like working here?
Show you are motivated by being enthusiastic.
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Different types of follow-up.
Thank you note or card, keep it simple.
Example:

Dear _________________,
Thank you for taking the time to interview me last (Day of week) for
the position of ______________.
I enjoyed meeting you and learning about your company. I look
forward to talking with you again soon regarding the opportunity of
working for your company.
Sincerely,

Telephone call follow-up.
Example:

Hello, Is (name of the person you had the interview with) there? This is
(your name), I interviewed with you last (day of week) and I am calling
to follow up, to determine if you had a chance to make a decision
regarding the position of __________________?
Am I catching you at a bad time?

In Person.
Example:

Not necessarily the best type of follow-up, unless it is convenient. It is
mostly appropriate if you have some additional information, such as a
letter of reference or sample to drop off which might have an impact on
being hired.
Go on a time when they would generally not be busy. It is not
appropriate to drop in during their rush hour. Do not stay too long.

After the interview
Follow-up lets the employer know that you are interested in the job
and that you want the opportunity to work for them.
An average of six contacts with an employer is necessary to be hired
for the job. Any initial contact, interview, and follow-up counts.
Don’t give up until you have a definite negative six.
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1st contact

2nd contact

Employer or
contact person
Date
Type of follow-up
Comments:

3rd contact

4th contact

5th contact

6th contact

Employer or
contact person
Date
Type of follow-up
Comments

Employer or
contact person
Date
Type of follow-up
Comments

Referrals
1.

2.

3.
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Psychological pre-employment testing
This is legal. These are some of the questions that you may be asked. They are
generally multiple choice and you are asked to choose the best answer.

 What would you do if you saw a co-worker stealing?
 What would you do if you saw a customer stealing?
 How would you handle a situation where a co-worker was threatening you?
 What would you do if a customer/employee/supervisor asked you to do
something against company policy/protocol?
 How would you handle thefts or threats by/from a supervisor?
 How would you handle a screaming insistent customer/employee/supervisor?
 How would you handle/react to sexual advances from
customer/employee/supervisor?
 What would you do as an employee when all assigned work has been
completed? Go home? Sweep the floor? Clean up? Put your feet up and wait?
Ask for more work? Get on the phone?
 How would you respond to a supervisor from a different department asking
you to do something outside your normal job requirement?
How do you answer these questions?

Employers look for honest employees that do not steal.
They also look for employee that work hard.
Generally, employers want you to talk to your immediate supervisor,
first, if there are any problems on the job.
Doing anything which goes against company policy is not acceptable.
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I am worried that the medications I take will show up when I go in for drug
testing. If they find out about the medications I use, I will never get the job.
You can stop worrying if the employer uses a testing laboratory and a Medical Review
Officer (MRO) service to handle the drug testing. If your test results are positive the results
will be sent to the Medical Review Officer who will call you for an explanation. That is
your opportunity to explain the legally prescribed medications. The MRO will then report
the test as a negative to the employer. ** The employer will not be informed of your legal
meds. **
However, if drug testing is performed at their place of business, at a small doctor’s
office, or if the employer does not use a testing laboratory it is possible that the employer
will find out about the prescription drugs. The employer may or may not give you a chance
to explain your medication use. Some will be thoughtful and try to accommodate your needs
while others will not.
Regardless of the situation, be truthful when asked. Above all, know your limitations and
the effect of medications on your ability to safety and properly perform the job for
which you are applying. Some employers have a Safety Policy that requires employees to
report prescription medications that can cause a safety risk.
The use of illegal drugs or abuse of legal substances is not protected under the ADA. Drug
testing typically screens for narcotics, cocaine, stimulants, marijuana, alcohol, and some
prescription medications. An employer will probably not hire you if illegal drugs are
found in your urine.

An employer may not discriminate in hiring you
unless the medications you take
make it unsafe for you to perform the job.
It is illegal for a testing laboratory to release any medical information to current or
prospective employers except to report the presence of illegal drugs or a safety risk.
A doctor can disqualify you for the job if the medications you take would interfere with
the job for which you are applying.
For example: A truck driver who takes narcotics for pain would not meet safety
regulations. Other safety sensitive jobs include aircraft operations and operating commercial boats. These jobs are strictly regulated by the Department of Transportation (DOT) ,
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the U.S. Coast Guard.
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Preparing for the Interview

Check all that apply.

 Special grooming - polished shoes, hair styled,
nails appropriate length
 Clean, work/interview appropriate
No open toes
 Completed practice application with names and
dates of previous employment, references, and
schools.
 Two forms of identification
 Name of person who will be interviewing you
 Date and time of interview
 Knowledge of possible reasonable accommodations
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After the interview
How did you do?
 Arrived on time for the interview
 Brought a pen, examples of your work, and extra copy of your resume
 Presented skills and abilities in positive fashion
 Smiled
 Refrained from ‘bad-mouthing’ previous employers
 Shared relevant information with prospective employer
 Answered interviewer questions appropriately—sticking to question and
not giving out too much unrelated information

 Asked appropriate questions about job duties and their expectations
 Showed enthusiasm
 Utilized appropriate body language-shaking hands, making good eye
contact

 Did not try to extend interview when interviewer gave signs that it was
over.

 Thanked employer for interview
 Set a time frame to find out whether you have been hired for the job
 Got the name of the interviewer
 Increased your knowledge of the company, its philosophies, work hours,
benefits and job responsibilities
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Coping with Job Search Stress
Rejection is common during a job search and can affect your self-esteem.
Taking extra care of yourself will help you to cope with this additional stress.
Include a least one positive activity per day

Play an instrument

Call a positive person
Write your feelings in a
journal

Sing in the shower
Try a new recipe

Eat a balanced
meal

Take a walk
Exercise
Tell a joke
Volunteer
Sketch or paint
Swim
Pet your dog or cat
Work in the garden
Participate in sports
Learn something new
Attend a religious function

Help your neighbor or a friend
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You can manage your feelings.
Try saying or thinking three positives things for every negative thought about yourself
or others.

Breath deeply and picture your favorite place
Watch a sunset

Barbeque

Meditate

Stretch
Dance

Paint your nails

Call an old friend

Listen to music

Play a board games or cards

Compliment the person next to you

Take a ride in the country

Blow bubbles

Get a new haircut

Attend a support group

Pack a picnic

Finish a project
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You got the job, congratulations !!!

How are you feeling?
 Happy
 Scared
 Excited
 Anxious
 Fearful
 Relieved

All of these feelings are normal after being offered a job. People are
generally happy to find a job, yet scared they might not know how to do
the job or worried that they will not fit in.
Training is a normal part of any new hire. It is expected that you will
need to learn the procedures at your new place of work.
It is possible that “you will not fit in” at first. It takes a little time to
build workplace relationships, but the employer thinks you will fit in
just fine. That’s why the company hired YOU !
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You are going to start work, what's next?

 Do I have my uniform/work clothes ready?
 Are child care arrangements in place?
 Do I know how to get to work?
 How long does it take to get to work?
 Can I make it on time? What about a trial run?
 Do I need reasonable accommodations? If so, what?
 Have I contacted my support systems to let them
know the good news and to allow them to continue to
support me through this transition?
 Smile! You have successfully completed your job
search and are ready to go to work now!
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Your first day at work.
Well, pretty exciting, wasn’t it?
Lots of new people, new ideas, machines, and so much to
do and learn.
Are you a little tired? Nervous?
Wondering how you did?

Check all that apply.

 I got to work on time.
 My children were picked up on time.
 I was able to get along with my co-workers.
 I met some interesting people.
 I learned something new.
 I earned some money.
 I was able to be helpful.
 I was productive.
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Relax, enjoy - It will get easier and less confusing.
You will get to know your co-workers and build relationships.
You are beginning a new phase of your life!

Copyright 1997,1998, 2001, 2006 by Paula Vieillet
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information
storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the Publisher.
ISBN #0-9715222-0-0
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Humans are not all made alike. Each person has their own special
qualities.
One person may be very athletic and have strong legs and arms, but
have a slow mind.
Another person might be creative and have strong beliefs and values,
but have no feet to stand on.

The nice thing about being a unique individual
is that different jobs require different abilities.
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